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Abstract: Algorithms on graphs are often inherently massively parallel, making them attractive for execution by supercomputers. However, current supercomputers are optimized for numeric processing of matrices, and do not appear easily adaptable to manipulation of non-numerical, irregular pointer data structures, such as are used in graph algorithms.

In this paper we present an efficient algorithm which does indeed enable supercomputers to efficiently traverse pointer structures, composed of varisized records. This algorithm can then be used as the key component of various graph algorithms. As an example, we give an algorithm for parallel varisized-cell garbage collection.
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1 Introduction

Recent years have seen a strong boost of symbolic processing and symbolic programming languages such as Lisp and Prolog, especially in fields related to Artificial Intelligence. At the same time, the development of high-speed supercomputers has been explosive. However, current supercomputers are almost exclusively designed for fast execution of numerical programs, defined on regular and static data structures, such as for solving differential equations on grid patterns.

Many non-numerical problems, e.g. garbage collection and massively parallel unification, are both computationally heavy, and inherently parallel. It is tempting to try to also implement algorithms for such problems on supercomputers. The trouble here is that non-numeric data structures are not as regular as the grid patterns: They are a seemingly arbitrary mess of tangled pointers.

In this paper, we will however describe efficient algorithms for handling pointer structures by SIMD computer architectures, such as vector parallel supercomputers. We will describe a key algorithm in detail, and as an example show the algorithm applied to parallel garbage collection of varisized structures.

The algorithm is applicable for a large class of supercomputers, including Hitachi's S-820 [5] and the Connection Machine of Thinking Machines, Inc. [3].

In general terms, our key problem can be stated as follows: Given a set of nodes of a graph, compute the set of all successor nodes. Nodes may have different degrees, i.e. different numbers of successors.

If all nodes were of the same degree, then a pair of nested loops - one indexing over the nodes, and the other indexing over the successors of each node - trivially solves the problem. But when nodes are of different degree, this solution will not work. If we first collect all nodes of the same degree and process them together, much overhead will be required, if there are nodes of many different degrees. A more efficient method is necessary.

This paper is organized as follows: In the rest of the introduction we will more precisely state the problem and define the terminology and requirements of target computers. In section 2, we will give the algorithm with a detailed example. In section 3, we apply the algorithm to parallel garbage collection. In section 4, we summarize and the results.

1.1 Graph Representation and Terminology

We represent nodes by records. Each record consists logically of several items: The degree of the record, a pointer to an array of successor pointers, and the array of successor pointers itself.
We use three vectors to represent records: degree, tail, and succ. degree[i] is the degree of record i, tail[i] is the index into a vector of successors, succ, of the first successor of record i. The successors of record i are thus: succ[tail[i]], succ[tail[i] + 1], ... succ[tail[i] + degree[i] - 1].

\[
\text{for } i = 1 \text{ to } N \{ \\
\quad a[i] = a[i-1] + b[i] \\
\}
\]

For the sake of readability, we will use this pseudo-programming language notation in order to describe the algorithms. There should be no problem for the reader to translate the programs into explicit vector operations, if necessary. All programs given are compilable by the S-820 vectorizing compiler.

1.3 Related work

Much work has been done on numerical algorithms for supercomputers, but very little on non-numerical algorithms. This is probably due to the fact that it is less than obvious whether non-numerical processing will at all be efficient at all on current supercomputers. Some work on non-numerical programming languages for supercomputers is [1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. There is some work on SIMD computers which are not generally available, or which are special-purpose [2, 7, 15]. An exception is the Connection Machine [3], which does very well support non-numerical applications, and which also has some very interesting algorithms described for it [4]. Actually, the algorithm we describe in this paper becomes particularly efficient on the Connection Machine, thanks to its parallel prefix operation, which is a generalization of linear iteration.

2 The Algorithm

We will first describe the algorithm by going through a simple example and illustrate the process by figures. Then, we will give the algorithm as a program.

The idea of the algorithm is to compute indices into the vector of successors by linear iteration. In order to do this, we will use three auxiliary vectors, acclen, succdist, and succindx. acclen[i] gives the position in B of the first successor of node i to be stored in B, i.e. succ[tail[i]] will be stored in B[acclen[i]].

Suppose first that we have three records, of 3, 2, and 4 elements, respectively. acclen should then be
set to the values $1, 1 + 3 = 4, 1 + 3 + 2 = 6$. We can also use the opportunity to compute $acclen[N + 1] - 1$, which is the total number of successors, $M$. Here, $M = 3 + 2 + 4 = 9$.

![Diagram of example records](image)

Figure 2: Example records.

$acclen$ is computed by linear iteration in the following way:

$$acclen[i] = \begin{cases} acclen[1] & i = 1 \\ acclen[i - 1] + \text{degree}[i - 1] & 2 \leq i \leq N + 1 \end{cases}$$

$succdist$ is used to compute the indices of all successors. It contains the successive differences between the successor pointers. We first initialize it so that all elements are one. Then we first set $succdist[1] = \text{tail}[1]$, and then we modify all elements at positions $acclen[i], 2 \leq i \leq N - 1$, to be $\text{tail}[i] - \text{tail}[i - 1] - \text{degree}[i - 1] + 1$.


![Diagram of acclen and succdist](image)

Figure 3: acclen and succdist.

In other words,

$$succdist[j] = \begin{cases} \text{tail}[1] & j = 1 \\ 1 & j \neq \text{acclen}[i], 2 \leq j \leq M, 2 \leq i \leq N - 1 \\ \text{tail}[i] - \text{tail}[i - 1] - \text{degree}[i - 1] + 1 & j = \text{acclen}[i], 2 \leq i \leq N - 1 \end{cases}$$

Now we can compute $succindx$, the indices of all successors, by a linear iteration on $succdist$. In our example, we get the index sequence $10, 11, 12, 7, 8, 2, 3, 4, 5$.

![Diagram of succdist and succ](image)

Figure 4: succdist and succ.

$succindx[i] = \begin{cases} 1 & i = 1 \\ succdist[i] + succindx[i - 1] & 2 \leq i \leq M \end{cases}$

Finally, we collect the successors into $B$, by indexing $suc$ with $succindx$.

$$b[i] = \text{suc}[\text{succindx}[i]], 1 \leq i \leq M$$

Expressed as a program, the algorithm we have described will appear as follows:

```plaintext
acclen[1] = 1
for i = 2 to N+1 {
    acclen[i] = acclen[i-1] + degree[i-1]
}
M = acclen[N+1] - 1
for i = 2 to M {
    succdist[i] = 1
}
for i = 1 to N-1 {
    succdist[i] = tail[i] - tail[i-1] - degree[i-1] + 1
}
```
for i = 2 to N {
    succindx[i] = succdist[i] + succindx[i-1]
    b[i] = succ[succindx[i]]
}

As the program shows, the algorithm can be expressed as four completely vectorisable loops, and just four scalar statements.

3 An Example: Parallel Vari-sized cell Garbage Collection

We will now describe a parallel garbage collection algorithm as an application of the previous algorithm. We state the problem as follows: Given an initial set of node pointers in a vector $A$, we are to trace down all nodes which can be reached from this initial set. We are then to collect the indices of all cells which could not be reached, in a vector $free$.

For the implementation of this algorithm we need an additional vector operation commonly available for supercomputers, namely a vector compress operation. Vector compress operations accumulate vector elements which satisfy some condition. The vectorizing compiler for S-820 produces a compress instruction for the following type of code (This code would collect into $b$ all elements of $a$ which are greater than 17):

\[
\begin{align*}
    j &= 0 \\
    \text{for } i = 1 \text{ to } N \{ \\
    &\quad \text{if } (a[i] > 17) \text{ then } \{ \\
    &\quad \quad j = j + 1 \\
    &\quad \quad b[j] = a[i] \\
    &\quad \} \\
    \}
\end{align*}
\]

We will use a straightforward, mark-and-collect approach:

- Compress all unmarked elements of $B$ into $A$, and repeat from second step until $A$ becomes empty.
- Compress pointers to all unmarked nodes into $free$.

Expressed as a program:

```plaintext
; Initialize mark
for i = 1 to MAXNODE {
    mark[i] = 0
}

while N > 0 {
    ; Mark available pointers
    for i = 1 to N {
        mark[AA[i]] = 1
    }
    ; ... put A's successors in B as described above ... 
    ; Compress unmarked
    ; elements into A
    N = 0
    for i = 1 to N {
        if (mark[BB[i]] = 0) {
            N = N + 1
            A[N] = B[i]
        }
    }
    ; Collect remaining
    ; unmarked elements
    maxfree = 0
    for i = 1 to MAXNODE {
        if (mark[i] = 0) {
            maxfree = maxfree + 1
            frees[maxfree] = i
        }
    }
```

4 Conclusions

We have described an algorithm for traversing general pointer structures by supercomputer. We have demonstrated how the algorithm easily can be applied to, for instance, parallel vari-sized-cell garbage collection.
For the implementation of the algorithm, we needed only two special features of the computer: List vector operations, and linear iteration. Both of these operations are available on modern supercomputers. It should be noted here that linear iteration, as it is implemented on pipelined supercomputers, is still a linear operation in terms of computational time complexity. The Connection machine, on the other hand, is able to do linear iteration in logarithmic time, by a parallel prefix operation.
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